
 

General Contractor  
For Wicehotwak Limnos Consulting Services LP 

Job Type  Application Deadline  Duration of Initial Contract  
Contractor Ongoing open call for 2021 Project dependent  

Overview of Company  

Wicehtowak Limnos Consulting Services (WLCS) is a Regina-based full services environmental 
consulting firm that is wholly owned by George Gordon Developments. With experience in a 
range of sectors we are able to manage projects from conceptualization through permitting, 
construction, operation, and decommissioning and offer private and corporate training in 
project management, environmental monitoring and regulatory processes, cross cultural 
awareness as well as additional tailored training programs. 

WLCS clients include Canadian Federal government agencies and private organizations. Our 
core practice areas include Indigenous procurement, environmental site assessment, 
environmental monitoring, policy creation and stake holder engagement.   

Job Description  

WLCS is nearing another busy season for work and we are making our first call for recruiting. 
Starting at the end of April/early May WLCS will be involved in various projects within 
Saskatchewan and potentially Alberta and Manitoba. 

WLCS is looking for committed, hard working, reliable, and trustworthy individuals to join our 
team. It is necessary for each individual to pass a drug and alcohol test during the recruitment 
process. Individuals must have a valid drivers license and a vehicle is preferred. Each successful 
individual will be signing on with WLCS as a contractor for each scope of work needed. Each job 
scope will require different tickets that will be site specific. The successful candidates will possess 
a keen eye for detail, demonstrate strong reporting skills, and enjoy working in the field for 
extended period of time. All job scopes will require the successful candidate to represent WLCS 
in a professional manner at all times. 
Job Scopes: Casual Laborer, Environmental Monitor, Solar Panel Installation Technicians  

Qualifications   

- Over the age of 18  

- Valid drivers license  

- Willingness to gain field experience in remote locations   

- Willingness to work in the field for extended periods of time  

- Ability to work in a team and independently  

- Strong communication skills 

 

All interested applicants shall include a resume and cover letter to: info@wlcs.ca 


